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Editorial
This booklet is to help you understand the misuse of administrative
resources in elections. This is an issue that observers from the
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe
have encountered in numerous elections, and one which undermines
an important pillar of our democratic order.
For elections to be genuinely democratic, they must meet certain
standards which, over the years, have been agreed upon by the
international community. In addition to general principles such as
universal, equal and free voting, secret ballot and frequent elections,
the concept of fairness also plays a role. This is where the misuse of
administrative resources becomes relevant.
In sport, fairness is a basic requirement for meaningful competition.
As we know, not all athletes stick to this principle and some use
disallowed ‘performance-enhancing drugs’ to gain an unfair
advantage over their competitors. This damages the reputation of
individual athletes and their sport. Furthermore, ‘doping’ is a threat to
sport in general, since fans and advertisers may lose interest in unfair
or arguably ‘fixed’ competitions.
This brings us back to the competitive aspect of elections. Candidates
who misuse administrative resources in electoral processes are
not only behaving unfairly towards their competitors, they are also
undermining the foundation of our democratic culture, which is
inseparable from the concept of fairness. The examples of such
malpractices in elections vary and include the misuse of official
cars during campaigns, the monopolisation of media outlets,
the intimidation of voters and even vote-buying. The lack of
trust in politicians and parties, political apathy and voter fatigue
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are consequences that concern emerging and well-established
democracies equally.
This practical guide contains a number of practical examples of
such unfair behaviour in electoral processes and it explains why this
problem must be taken seriously by member states of the Council of
Europe, especially at the grassroots level.
Promoting the fair play principle in elections is one of the most
urgent tasks to restore the credibility of politicians, and increase the
participation of citizens in democratic decision-making, particularly
at the local and regional level.
The Congress Secretariat
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Administrative resources and fair elections
Over the years, the importance of the responsible use of public
resources during elections has been stressed by many international
election observers, including the Congress of Local and Regional
Authorities. As the institution of the Council of Europe mandated by
the Committee of Ministers to observe local and regional elections,
the Congress has identified instances of misuse of administrative
resources in many places, including in countries with a long-standing
tradition of democratic elections. It is a subtle and complex issue,
which touches upon subject areas such as ethical behaviour and
integrity in politics and, inversely, the fight against corruption. Due to
the close link that exists in grassroots politics between incumbents,
candidates, civil servants, public sector employees and voters, the
misuse of administrative resources is of particular concern at the local
and regional level.

The scope of administrative resources
Administrative resources which are pertinent to specific stakeholders
(elected representatives, incumbents, candidates) during elections
include human, financial, material, in natura, and other immaterial
resources. The fact that incumbents and elected representatives,
in particular, have access to and control over public sector
staff, finances, allocations and public facilities, is crucial during
electoral campaigns, because it may confer an advantage over the
competitors in elections. Administrative resources can also be used
to acquire prestige or public awareness, to enhance the perception
of incumbents, elected representatives and candidates by the public,
which may lead to political endorsement or other forms of support.
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The impact of misuse of administrative
resources
Genuinely democratic elections should comply with five principles,
namely: universal, equal, free, secret and direct suffrage. Misuse of
administrative resources undermines fundamental democratic values
which are considered the very essence of Europe’s electoral heritage.
In particular, it runs counter the following standards:

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
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Neutrality and impartiality in the electoral process: Elections
should be organised in a way that does not favour individual
candidates or voters. Public authorities should remain neutral,
in particular with regard to the election campaign, coverage by
the media and public funding of parties and campaigns.
Equality of treatment between different candidates and parties
in relation to administrative resources: all candidates and
parties should be treated equally, in particular with regard to
access to the media and public funds.
Level playing field between the candidates: All stakeholders
should be able to register as candidates on a consistent
basis and to compete freely in an environment that gives all
competitors the same opportunities.
Freedom of voters to form an opinion: voters should not be
pressured and public authorities should remain neutral in order
to enable voters to make an informed choice without undue
influence.

The seriousness of misuse of administrative
resources
To assess the degree of seriousness of cases of misuse of
administrative resources, a number of factors need to be taken into
account, in particular:

▬▬

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

the regulatory aspect: some practices are regulated by law,
which may be of general, explicit or implicit nature, such as a
general prohibition of bribery, restrictions on campaigning by
certain groups or requirements to ensure a level playing field
for all candidates. Other practices are covered by ethical rules,
such as voluntary codes of conduct or self-regulatory measures;
the scale: some cases involve a limited amount of resources,
others involve a significant amount of financial resources, staff
or equipment;
the frequency: some cases constitute isolated incidents of
misuse of administrative resources, others can be considered as
continuous practice or as a systemic problem;
the consequences: some practices have limited consequences
on the electoral competition and the overall confidence of
voters in elections, others severely undermine the electoral
process, such as vote-buying or pressure on voters and civil
servants.
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The role of local and regional politicians and
public officials
Instances of misuse of administrative resources in grassroots’
elections have their own distinguishing characteristics because local
and regional politicians and public officials:

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

have close – and often personal – ties to the territorial
community in which the election takes place, bearing the risk
of less public scrutiny, conflicts of interest and nepotism;
take decisions directly related to the daily life of their electorate
which makes them potentially liable to particular types of
misuse including decisions on land zoning and use as well as
public procurement;
have specific responsibilities with regard to local government
staff reporting to them, including decision-making with regard
to employment policies.

In addition, elected representatives, incumbents, civil servants and
public employees frequently have specific functions during the
electoral campaign and on Election Day. Such functions may include
their participation in electoral commissions and tasks relating to
the preparation of elections, such as decisions on the allocation
of campaign slots and the use of public property for campaign
advertising.
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Practice examples of misuse of
administrative resources
The following examples, inspired by actual cases of misuse of
administrative resources reported to the Congress’ election
observation delegations, illustrate the range of forms that the
phenomenon can take. The reference to “candidates” in the examples
includes, inter alia, elected representatives, incumbents who are
seeking re-election and first-time candidates.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Examples of misuse

Candidates use public
funds to bribe voters:
they offer money, food
or gifts in exchange for
their votes.

Candidates subsidise
companies, local NGOs or
media outlets, through public
funds, in exchange for their
support in the elections.

Candidates spend
a disproportionate
share of the public
budget on specific
projects (or in specific
municipalities) to
get support from the
voters in the respective
community.

Candidates launch
infrastructure projects such
as road works, building of
sidewalks, planting of trees or
the creation of green zones,
which have not been decided
as priorities before, in order
get support from the voters
in the respective community.
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Candidates decide on social or
infrastructure projects close to
the Election Day, even though
the decision could have been
taken earlier. The projects are
used as an argument during
the campaign.

Candidates sign
contracts with service
providers with whom
they have close ties,
thus undermining
public procurement
procedures.

MATERIAL RESOURCES
Examples of misuse

Candidates use material
belonging to the
administration such as
official cars, IT-equipment
or phones for campaign
activities.

Candidates use public
premises such as office
spaces, meeting rooms,
public schools or
community sport centres
for campaign purposes.

Candidates issue administrative authorisations such as
construction permits and decisions on land use, close to the
Election Day or in a way that is not consistent with previous
decisions.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Examples of misuse

Civil servants or public
employees are put
under pressure to vote
for certain candidates
or to participate in
campaign events
or rallies. Pressure
is usually exerted
through threats of job
dismissals or prospects
of employment.

Civil servants or public
employees who are
members of election
commissions are
pressured to manage
the elections in a way
that favours incumbents
or certain candidates.

Candidates nominate
civil servants close to the
Election Day, even though
the decision could have
been taken earlier.

Local or regional authorities
provide free services to
voters such as child care or
medical treatment in the
weeks or months prior to the
elections.

Candidates require
civil servants or public
employees to carry out work
related to their electoral
campaign such as the
preparation of letters to
voters or the creation of
internet tools.
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Civil servants or public employees participate in campaign
activities during theiroffice hours or use their position to
secure votes. For example:

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

police officers secure rallies of certain candidates in their
free time;
members of Private Office of candidates contribute to
campaign strategies;
school teachers compile lists of parents who would vote
for certain candidates.

LEGAL RESOURCES
Examples of misuse

Elected representatives
adopt last-minute decisions
to change the electoral
legislation in order to favour
themselves or disadvantage
opponents. The changes
include limiting possibilities
for candidates’ registration
or reducing voting rights
of some categories of
voters. It is a way to make
malpractices legal.
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Candidates influence
the launching of
investigations against
political opponents
for dubious reasons.
The investigations
can occur through the
involvement of judges,
prosecutors or law
enforcement bodies.

COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
Examples of misuse
Candidates use public
space - offline or online owned by a local or regional
authority for campaign
purposes. Conversely, other
candidates are not given
the same opportunity to
campaign in similar public
spaces.

Candidates influence
public or privatelyowned media in order
to receive more or
better coverage and
disseminate politically
biased information
as well as negative
campaigning.

SYMBOLIC RESOURCES
Examples of misuse

Candidates make public announcements close to the Election
Day that are not related to unforeseen circumstances such
as accidents, natural disasters or emergencies. Instead, the
announcements serve their own electoral campaign, such
as the establishment of companies in the municipality of the
signature of contracts for infrastructure projects.
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Candidates participate in
the inauguration or official
opening of infrastructure
projects together with
public officials in order
to increase their own
prestige during the
campaign.
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Candidates from the ruling
party participate in events
together with Government
representatives or foreign
officials which can be
interpreted as political
endorsement.

Checklist for compliance with international
standards and good practices preventing
misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes at local and regional level
CG32(2017)12
20 March 2017
32nd SESSION
Monitoring Committee
Rapporteur:1 Stewart DICKSON, United Kingdom (R, ILDG)

SUMMARY
The checklist for compliance with international standards and best
practices preventing misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes at local and regional level aims to complement
general guidelines, in particular Congress Resolution 402(2016)
and explanatory memorandum on “the misuse of administrative
resources during electoral processes: the role of local and regional
elected representatives and public officials”.
It provides for concrete guidance and tools to better understand the
phenomenon of misuse of administrative resources during electoral
processes and assess different kinds of situations related to it.

1.

Chamber of Local Authorities / R: Chamber of Regions
EPP/CCE: European People’s Party Group in the Congress
SOC: Socialist Group
ILDG: Independent Liberal and Democratic Group
ECR: European Conservatives and Reformists Group
NR: Members not belonging to a political group of the Congress
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More specifically, the checklist identifies risk areas of potential
misuse of administrative resources during electoral processes, aims
at assessing the implementation of the legal framework as well as
legal remedies and sanctions, provides guidelines for identifying and
qualifying specific instances of misuse, including on the local and
regional level and deals with concrete preventive action focusing
on the grassroots level with the adoption of voluntary declarations,
codes of conduct and awareness-raising activities.
In addition, elected representatives, incumbents, civil servants
and public employees frequently have specific functions during
the electoral campaign and on the Election Day (cf. they may sit on
electoral boards/ commissions, they may decide on the distribution
of campaigning space and/or on the use of public property for
campaign advertising).

INTRODUCTION
This checklist2 is based on and aims to complement, inter alia,
the 2016 “Joint Guidelines for Preventing and Responding to the
Misuse of Administrative Resources during electoral Processes”
prepared by the Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR, the 2013
Venice Commission “ Report on the Misuse of Administrative
Resources During Electoral processes as well as the 2016 Congress
Resolution 402(2016) and Explanatory Memorandum “The Misuse of
administrative resources during electoral processes: the role of local
2.
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The Checklist was prepared with the contribution of Christian Binder, Professor of
International Law, Department of European, International and Comparative Law, University of Vienna, Austria. It also takes into account recommendations put forward by
the Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR in the Joint Opinion on the Congress’ draft
checklist, which was adopted by the Council of Democratic Elections and the Venice
Commission in March 2017.

and regional elected representatives and public officials”. It also takes
into account the arsenal of Council of Europe programmes and action
for the fight against corruption and, more specifically, the European
Code of Conduct for the political integrity of local and regional
elected representatives3 and recent Congress recommendations4,
which include dimensions relevant to the present report.
The misuse of administrative resources is a subtle and complex
subject. What appears to be a misuse in one system, such as the
use of State vehicles during the election campaign, might be quite
legitimate in the tradition of a different State system – it partly
depends on the level of awareness and transparency. Thus, if all
stakeholders are aware of the dangers of misuse of administrative
resources, and if the use of State resources during the elections is
transparent and in line with existing rules, then some practices may
not be considered as an issue.
Given the complexity of the phenomenon of misuse of administrative
resources, the present report aims at providing a checklist, in
particular to:
A.

identify risk areas of potential misuse of administrative
resources during electoral processes in general and with special
focus on the legal framework;

B.

assess the implementation of the legal framework as well as
legal remedies, sanctions, transparency and enforcement;

3.

Congress Recommendation 60(1999).

4.

Congress Recommendation 375(2015) on criteria for standing in local and regional
elections and Recommendation 383(2015) on conditions of office of elected representatives
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C.

identify and qualify specific instances of misuse, including on
the local and regional level;

D.

deal with preventive action with special focus on the grassroots
level, including the adoption of voluntary declarations, codes
of conduct and awareness-raising activities.

The checklist aims at broad application and should be of general use
for local and regional elected officials, election observers, experts,
civil society, as well as for the broader public. In doing so, it aims at
raising awareness among these target groups regarding the issue
of a misuse of State resources. Therefore, the checklist puts forward
questions of particular relevance for election observers.5 In a
longer-term perspective, different versions of the checklist could be
published with the aim of targeting other specific groups.
The checklist uses the definition of such misuse adopted by the
above-mentioned texts:
‘Administrative resources’ include: ‘human, financial, material, in
natura and other immaterial resources enjoyed during electoral
processes by both elected representatives [incumbents/candidates]
and representatives of the public sector deriving from their
control over public sector staff, financings, allocations and access
to public facilities. It also entails resources enjoyed in the form of
prestige or public presence that stem from their position as elected

5.
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The questions of particular relevance for election observers can be found in the annex
of the document

representatives or public officers and which may turn into political
endorsements or other forms of support.6
In general, the checklist strives for a broad application, throughout
the entire electoral cycle. The prohibition of misuse of administrative
resources is directly related to neutrality and impartiality in the
electoral process; equality of treatment between different candidates
and parties in relation to administrative resources; and a level playing
field between all stakeholders, including incumbent candidates.
Hence, misuse is most likely to occur during the period of the election
campaign (inter alia, in relation to blurring lines between State
and party; the incumbent’s use of human resources (civil servants,
public employees) or his/her use of financial and material resources
(official vehicles, public premises, telecommunication) for campaign
purposes and the mixing of campaign and official duties; the exertion
of pressure on (public sector) employees and civil servants; the
obstruction of campaigning of opposition parties; a disproportionate
focus on the incumbent (notably in State-owned media and in public
service broadcasting corporations). Moreover, problems might also
arise on Election Day as undue influence may be exerted on voters.
A more general issue regarding misuse of administrative resources
relates to the lack of effective complaint mechanisms, inadequate
or disproportionate sanctions and deficient enforcement of the
legislation.
In accordance with the Congress’ mandate by the Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe to observe local and regional
6.

See Venice Commission, Report on the Misuse of Administrative Resources During
Electoral Processes (16 December 2013), CDL-AD(2013)033, para. 12; Venice
Commission/OSCE/ODIHR Joint Guidelines for Preventing and Responding to the
Misuse of Administrative Resources During Electoral Processes (14 March 2016), CDLAD(2016)004, par. 9.
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elections (Statutory Resolution CM/Res(2011)2), particular focus
is laid on the grassroots’ level. In this respect, instances of misuse
of State resources at the local and regional level have their own
distinguishing characteristics and may be more likely to occur given
the intrinsic link that local and regional elected representatives
maintain with the community in which they are living.
On the one hand, local and regional elected representatives have
community-specific functions which make them potentially liable to
particular types of misuse, as for example, decisions on zoning, land
use and procurement contracts. They have specific responsibilities
with regard to local government staff reporting to them. Also, local
and regional elected representatives usually have their personal ties
to the territorial community in which the election takes place.
In addition, local elected representatives and/or civil servants/
municipal employees frequently have election-related functions
during the electoral campaign and afterwards (c.f. with regard to
their involvement in electoral commissions and, more generally,
within the election administration), which may make them particular
prone to misuse. Moreover, local and regional elections are generally
less publicized than national elections and are therefore open to
less public scrutiny (by international observers, the media, etc) and
potentially more vulnerable to abuse of administrative resources. This
warrants a special interest and focus on the local and regional level.
When confronted with the misuse of administrative resources, a
distinction may be expedient between the – more general and
abstract – likeliness or probability for misuse to occur, in comparison
to specific incidents of misuse. Conversely, when confronted with
particular instances of misuse, there is a need to identify the particular
instances and to assess the seriousness of such misuse. These two
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areas will be addressed in different sections of the checklist. More
particularly, the checklist aims at identifying, at first, general areas of
risk concerning the legal framework and its implementation (in the
broad sense) (sections A and B). Then, a roster of criteria to identify
and qualify the seriousness of specific instances of misuse will be
provided (section C). Finally, activities and measures to prevent
misuse of administrative resources will be proposed with special
focus on preventive action at the grassroots level (section D).
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A.

General risk areas concerning the misuse of
administrative resources during electoral
processes with special focus on the legal
framework

1.

Adherence to general principles of rule of law,
fundamental human rights and freedoms and other
preconditions for genuinely democratic elections

General requirements are necessary to tackle the misuse of
administrative resources, including the adherence to general
principles of the rule of law and fundamental rights and freedoms.
These guarantees provide for checks and balances and a control
of governmental authorities. They are thus as such a safeguard
against misuse of resources. Further requirements are the necessary
impartiality and the neutrality of civil servants, public employees
and (semi-)public entities as well as observance of the principles
of equality and non-discrimination. These safeguards are equally
relevant for the national and the local and regional level. The degree
of adherence of a State to the mentioned principles and guarantees is
– as such – an indicator of the probability of occurrence of any misuse
of administrative resources during electoral processes.
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REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Rule of law7

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
7.

Are there legal safeguards in place against arbitrariness and
abuse of power by public authorities?
What is the source of such guarantees? (Constitution, general/
specific legislation, statutory law, case law)
Does the law provide for clear legal restrictions or limitations
to discretionary powers, in particular when exercised by
the executive in administrative action (concerning electoral
processes, possible restrictions include safeguards to prevent
conflicts of interest while appointing members of election
management bodies, clear procedures for the allocation
of areas where campaigning activities are allowed and the
authorisation of rallies, detailed criteria for the allocation
of administrative resources for campaigning as well as for
equitable media access for all candidates)?
Are clear and understandable procedures in place to
implement these legal provisions?
When discretionary powers are given to public authorities, is
there judicial review of the exercise of such powers?
Are public authorities required to provide reasons for their
decisions in an adequate manner, in particular when they affect
the rights of individuals?

This report focuses on the areas which are of specific relevance for the misuse of administrative resources, i.e. prevention of abuse of powers. Other areas include aspects
such as: legality, legal certainty, equality and non-discrimination and access to justice.
See Council of Europe, Venice Commission, The Rule of Law Checklist, 2016.
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Political freedoms

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Are basic human rights, e.g. the rights to freedom of expression,
assembly and association, guaranteed?
What is the source of such guarantees (Constitution, general/
specific legislation)?
Under which circumstances can such freedoms be limited?
Are there limitations to these rights for civil servants and/or
public employees?
How can an individual appeal against the limitation of his or
her rights?

Impartiality and neutrality of the public and semi-public sector

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
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Does the legal framework set clear criteria and procedures for
the delineation of constituency boundaries? Do the provisions
ensure that the delineation process is open, transparent and
consensus-based?
Does the legal framework contain requirements for civil
servants and public employees to act impartially (in general
and, in particular, during electoral processes)?
Are there restrictions in civil servants’ and public employees’
support of political parties or candidates?
Are there restrictions in civil servants’ and public employees’
roles during elections (with regard to the election board,
election commissions etc.)?

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
2.

Does the legal framework provide for the equitable treatment
of all parties and candidates by public or semi-public entities
(e.g. State-owned media)?
Does the legal framework establish the balanced coverage
of election campaigns by State-owned media and by public
service broadcasting corporations?
Does the legal framework provide for the non-involvement of
election officials, judges, prosecutors, police and the military in
electoral campaigning?

International standards and instruments relevant
to any type of elections including at the local and
regional level

Adherence to international instruments, which contain standards to
tackle the misuse of administrative resources, is a further safeguard
against possible misuse of such resources. Through the ratification of
treaties, States accept legally binding international standards. In case
of non-compliance, they incur State responsibility.
Relevant standards to tackle the misuse of administrative resources
are incorporated in treaties at global and at regional level (so called
“hard law”). It is important to assess if a State has ratified treaties such
as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) or
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and its Protocol
No 1 which provide for relevant standards for genuine elections and
the right to political participation. More specific instruments establish
respective State obligations, such as the UN Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC), the Council of Europe’s Criminal Convention
on Corruption (ETS No 173) and the Council of Europe Civil Law
Convention on Corruption (ETS No 174). Further standards for the
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local and regional level are contained especially in the Additional
Protocol to the European Charter of Local Self- Government.
Additional relevant documents comprise “soft law” instruments,
which include political commitments by states in the framework
of international organisations, such as the OSCE Copenhagen
Document or the Council of Europe recommendations on common
rules against corruption in the funding of political parties and
electoral campaigns or media coverage. Likewise, documents
such as the Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral
Matters, the Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR Joint Guidelines
for Preventing and Responding to the Misuse of Administrative
Resources during Electoral Processes, the OSCE/ODIHR and Venice
Commission Guidelines for Political Party Regulation as well as the
OSCE/ODIHR Handbook for the Observation of Campaign Finance are
important.
Although these are not legally binding instruments, they are
persuasive as relevant soft law standards. Consequently, while a
State cannot be held accountable in case of non-compliance, soft law
standards contain political commitments and good practices, which
provide for relevant guidance in the respective fields.8
The degree of acceptance of specific standards and good practices by
a State is thus an indicator for its commitment to tackle instances of
misuse of administrative resources.

8.
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Note that partly, the argument was made that the relevant documents would codify
existing customary law (see F. Evers, ‘OSCE Election Observation. Commitments, Methodology, Criticism’, 15 OSCE Yearbook 2009, 235, 236; C. Binder, Anything New Since
the End of the Cold War? or International Law Goes Domestic: International Electoral
Standards and Their Legitimacy, 27 Anuario Espanol de Derecho internacional 2011,
437, 457).

REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Commitment of States to binding international legal instruments
including standards to tackle the misuse of administrative resources
Have States ratified the following treaties and therewith committed
themselves to abide by the standards incorporated?9
Treaties/ Hard Law Standards

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

9.

ICCPR (Article 25, right to political participation)
ECHR (Article 6/fair trial), Article 3 Prot. 1 to the ECHR (right to
free elections)
United Nations Convention against Corruption (articles 7,17
and 19 (abuse of functions))
Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (ETS
No 173)
Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption (ETS No
174)
Additional Protocol to the European Charter of Local SelfGovernment on the right to participate in the affairs of a local
authority (CETS No. 207)

The principle of pacta sunt servanda (agreements must be kept, Art 26 VCLT) presupposes that a State may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification
for its failure to perform a treaty (Art 27 VCLT) or to respect customary international
law. While there is no obligation of how international law should be implemented
in the domestic legal order, international obligations are binding in that far that a
State incurs international State responsibility if it does not abide by its international
obligations; a State engages its political responsibility if it does not abide by its
(non-binding) obligations (cf. OSCE Copenhagen Document).
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Commitment of States to soft law standards
Have States politically committed themselves to the following
instruments?

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
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1990 OSCE Copenhagen Document
Council of Europe recommendations on common rules against
corruption in the funding of political parties and electoral
campaigns or media coverage
European Code of Conduct for the political integrity of local
and regional elected representatives (Recommendation
60(1999))
Congress’ recommendations on criteria for standing in
local and regional elections and on conditions of office of
elected representatives (Recommendation 375(2015) and
Recommendation 383(2015))
Congress’ Roadmap of activities for preventing corruption and
promoting public ethics at local and regional levels
Congress’ Resolution on the misuse of administrative resources
during electoral processes: the role of local and regional
elected representatives and public officials RES402(2016)
Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters
Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in the Field of
Political Parties
Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR Joint Guidelines for
Preventing and Responding to the Misuse of Administrative
Resources during Electoral Processes

▬▬
▬▬
3.

Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR Guidelines on Political
Party Regulation
OSCE/ODIHR Handbook for the Observation of Campaign
Finance

How does the relationship between international law
and domestic law look like?

In addition to the respective international standards and good
practices, the relationship between international and domestic law is
of particular importance to identify and assess general areas of risk
concerning the misuse of administrative resources in a specific State.
Accordingly, the relevance of international standards and good
practices on the misuse of administrative resources in the domestic
field is to be taken into account. Does domestic legislation provide
for the effective implementation of international instruments at the
national level?

REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION

▬▬
▬▬

Does the domestic legal system ensure compliance with
binding international instruments/relevant hard law standards
of relevance in the context of instances of a misuse of
administrative resources (such as UNCAC)?
Do national laws provide for the implementation of the
relevant international guarantees (for example, is the
intentional abuse of functions for the purpose of obtaining an
undue advantage established as criminal offence as required by
Article 19 UNCAC)?
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▬▬
▬▬

4.

Do internationally persuasive instruments/soft law instruments
such as the 1990 Copenhagen Document play a role in the
domestic political discourse? (are they referred to, for example,
in Parliamentary debates?)
What is the relevance of soft law-documents (such as the
Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters)
which provide for guidance and good practices on the misuse
of administrative resources in the domestic field (are they
referred to as relevant yardsticks, e.g. at ministerial level)?

How is the misuse of administrative resources
regulated in the domestic legal framework?

The regulation of misuse of administrative resources in the domestic
legal framework can be explicit or implicit. On the one hand, laws
can explicitly provide for a general prohibition of the misuse of
administrative resources. If so, this is usually done with focus on the
election campaign. In the same way, specific instances of a possible
misuse may be addressed, such as the prohibition of bribery of voters
or restrictions on campaigning by certain groups of persons (e.g. civil
servants, public employees) to avoid conflicts of interest.
Also, implicit provisions aiming at countering instances of misuse
of administrative resources can be included in domestic legislation,
such as through the establishment of guarantees (e.g. requiring
a level playing field for all candidates; or by generally sanctioning

10.
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See 2013 Report of the Venice Commission on the misuse of administrative resources
in the national laws of different countries. In this report, the Venice Commission distinguishes between explicit and implicit regulation, a distinction which is upheld here.

breaches of official duties by electoral commissions) which are
relevant safeguards against any abuse. Of course, explicit and implicit
regulation may occur cumulatively.
Relevant legal provisions (explicit and implicit) to prevent the misuse
of administrative resources relate to all phases of the electoral cycle/
process, to rules for standing in elections, to the electoral campaign,
Election Day and the post-electoral phase. They deal with particular
groups such as voters, civil servants, politicians, the military or the
police and contain specific regulations for the media or campaign
and party financing.
Alternatively, the misuse of administrative resources may also be
addressed through voluntary codes of conduct and through selfregulation. The central question is if adequate commitments were
made and if relevant stakeholders abide by these commitments.11

REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Generalities of domestic legislation

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Is there (are there) written law(s) or provisions on misuse of
administrative resources specifically?
Is the stability of the law(s) ensured? (are laws on misuse
of administrative resources stable insofar as they are only
changed with fair warning?)12
Is accessibility to the law(s) ensured for those concerned? (are
relevant legislative acts published before entering into force?

11.

See respectively, the 2016 Venice Commission/OSCE/ODIHR Joint Guidelines, para. 1.7.

12.

See respectively, Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters II.2.b;
Venice Commission Interpretative Declaration of the Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters on the Stability of the Electoral Law (CDL-AD(2005)043).
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▬▬

are they easily accessible, e.g. free of charge via internet/official
bulletin?)
Does the legal framework regulate what is allowed and what
is forbidden during the different phases of electoral processes
in a clear and predictable manner (is consistency guaranteed
in application of the law in respect of different instances of
misuse)?

Explicit regulations in relevant domestic laws13

▬▬
▬▬

▬▬
▬▬

13.
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Is there a general legal regulation to prevent the misuse
of administrative resources (does such prohibition apply
throughout the electoral cycle or only during election
campaigns)?
Are there provisions aiming at the neutrality of civil servants,
public employees, people who enjoy the prestige of public
office and similar groups (judges, military, etc.) during electoral
processes (are they protected against pressure accordingly)?
Are there provisions in the electoral code aiming at preventing
the misuse of public equipment and premises?
As regards this neutrality of civil service, are there rules related
to conflicts of interest ensuring that private interests are not
put before public interests?
As regard to candidates, does the law establish conditions for
standing in elections to avoid conflicts of interest for certain
groups of persons (civil servants, public employees) (e.g. is the
function performed a reason for ineligibility to prevent conflicts

The different options mentioned hereafter may apply cumulatively.

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

of interest? Are relevant measures such as the stepping down,
unpaid leave or suspension from office foreseen)?
As regards the electoral campaign, are there prohibitions of
campaigning or supporting incumbents/candidates by civil
servants and public officials, in order to ensure a level playing
field between candidates?
Is provision made for a clear separation between the State and
political parties? More specifically are there provisions on party
pluralism and an equitable treatment of political parties as well
as a separation of State and party budgets?
Are there provisions which aim at the protection of voters (to
prevent pressure exercised on them; the bribery with gifts
during the election campaign and on Election Day etc.)?

Implicit regulations in relevant domestic laws14

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

14.

Do laws generally provide for the integrity of the electoral
process and ensure the equality of opportunity for candidates
and parties (is there a level playing field for electoral
contestants)?
Is general provision made to outlaw bribery and corruption
(such as the prohibition to give undue advantages to voters or
to promise public employment)?
Is there legal provision for the protection of whistle-blowers to
avoid intimidation and harassment?

The present questions are chosen by way of example. Of course, they may apply cumulatively. Also, other relevant prohibitions may exist which are not mentioned here.
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▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Is there an adequate legal framework related to the conduct of
campaigning in a free and fair atmosphere?
Are there rules for party and campaign financing (relevant
guarantees may include transparency requirements, audits by
independent bodies, etc.)?
Do laws provide for the neutrality of State-owned media
and public broadcasting corporations during the election
campaign?
Do laws provide for an unimpeded and non-discriminatory
media access for all political parties and candidates in Stateowned media? (media access can be provided on the basis of
either strict and proportional equality)
Are breaches of official duties by members of electoral
commissions sanctioned?
Is there specific regulation made to prevent the misuse of
administrative resources at the local and regional level (c.f. do
laws require neutrality of civil servants in local communities
and municipal employees)?

Misuse of administrative resources dealt with by codes of
conduct and self-regulatory mechanisms15

▬▬
▬▬
15.
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Is there a code of conduct, which deals with the misuse of
administrative resources?
What is the level of detail of the relevant codes of conduct?

Apart from relevant domestic provision, also (non-binding) codes of conduct and
voluntary self-regulation etc. may be effective means to tackle the misuse of administrative resources.

▬▬
▬▬
B.

Are there any (informal) sanctions provided for in case
of violation (public warnings, calls for order)? Is the
implementation of codes of conduct monitored in any way?
At which levels of government do such codes of conduct and
self-regulatory measures apply (national, regional, local etc.)?

Implementation of the legal framework, general
remedies and sanctions

is not enough that States have ratified the relevant treaties and
undertaken political commitments and that domestic laws establish
rules against the misuse of administrative resources (explicitly or
implicitly). A further aspect is, of course, compliance with relevant
guarantees at all stages of the electoral process. Accordingly,
domestic laws shall be adequately implemented and enforced.
The implementation of and compliance with domestic laws to
prevent the misuse of administrative resources requires an impartial
and non-discriminatory implementation of relevant laws without
distinction between the incumbent and other candidates as well
as between parties in power and the opposition parties in all areas
of relevance: voter registration, candidate registration, the election
campaign, party and campaign financing, the media, and also the
Election Day. It further presupposes clear rules and criteria to guide
relevant conduct (open and transparent procedures) as well as
more general transparency requirements. Independent monitoring
and audit institutions to detect instances of misuse ex officio are of
further relevance, especially in the field of campaign and political
party financing and media access.
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Finally, the question of effective complain mecanisms about the
misuse of administrative resources and access to independent
and impartial bodies to deal with violations has to be looked at.
Also, the existence of adequate, proportionate and predictable
sanctions is crucial.16 All these rules have to be adequately enforced.
In line with these considerations, in section B, the implementation
and compliance with the relevant domestic guarantees shall be
addressed.

REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Implementation of the legal framework

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

16.
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Is there equality of opportunity and equal treatment before the
law (of parties/candidates)?
Are there effective measures taken against the misuse of State
resources?
Are there mechanisms to prevent, correct and sanction the
abuse of discretionary powers?
Is candidate registration handled in a non-discriminatory way
(is there a level playing field between the candidates)?
Is there compliance with campaign regulations concerning
the misuse of administrative resources (relevant campaign
regulations are understood broadly, they may relate to
rules on campaign financing and the allocation of places for
campaigning, but may also require the general separation
between the State and political parties)?
Likewise, procedural guarantees and transparency requirements are crucial to address
and prevent the misuse of administrative resources.

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Are there clear procedures for the allocation of administrative
resources for campaigning in order to ensure compliance?
Are there clear guidelines for the implementation of campaign
financing regulations to ensure equality of opportunity and
non-discrimination?
Are there clear regulations with regard to public procurement
(especially during election campaigns to prevent the allocation
of government contracts etc. for personal gain or to the
advantage of political parties)?17
Is there compliance with media regulations (is there equitable
treatment of all parties and candidates by State-owned media
and public service broadcasters? is an adequate access to the
media, in general, ensured)?18
Are there clear procedures for a representation of party
representatives and candidates in the media on a nondiscriminatory basis?
Is objective information as regards political competitors
provided for?
Are the laws and rules to prevent the pressure on/bribery of
voters on Election Day adequately implemented and complied
with?

17.

For example, full transparency as regards procurement, public tender should be
provided for etc.

18.

Note that this equitable treatment of electoral campaigns by the media –as well as
the other media related questions in this section –can only be assessed based on
reliable media monitoring processes, which imply that the respective countries have
appropriate institutions able to monitor media access and equality
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Transparency

▬▬
▬▬

In relation to transparency, especially as regards party and
campaign financing but also as regards media access - are there
any reporting obligations?
Are there audits by independent bodies as regards compliance
with the relevant obligations?

Remedies, complaints and appeals

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Is there an effective and timely system of complaints and
appeals?
Is there access to independent and impartial complaint
institutions (e.g. election commissions) with final appeal to
court in cases of misuse?
Are remedies provided for in timely and adequate manner?

Audits, oversight and monitoring

▬▬
▬▬

Are there further oversight institutions (e.g. ombudspersons)
where complaints may be brought to?
Are there independent audit and oversight institutions to
monitor compliance with rules of relevance in relation to the
misuse of administrative resources ex officio19, as regards
campaign and political party financing20 as well as media
access?

19.

Relevant areas include access to the media on equal footing; compliance with the
regulation of campaign and political party financing etc.

20.

A further, related question: are there reporting requirements by political parties and
candidates on the origin and purpose of financial transactions to facilitate the detection of potential misuse?
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▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Do the relevant bodies have sufficient competences, resources
and staffing to ensure that they perform their auditing and
monitoring functions in a timely, effective and comprehensive
manner?
Are the communication and the flow of information between
audit authorities, electoral management bodies and other
equivalent bodies, in particular at the grassroots’ level, ensured
in order to facilitate transparent decision-making and to make
monitoring more effective?
Are persons who bring instances of misuse to the attention of
public authorities (c.f. whistle-blowers) adequately protected to
avoid intimidation, harassment, dismissal or violence?

Sanctions and enforcement

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
21.

Are there adequate and predictable sanctions provided for
in cases of infringements of the rules on the prohibition of
the misuse of administrative resources (are the sanctions
proportionate to the offence committed)?
Is the misuse of administrative resources made an electoral
offence?
Are civil servants and public employees who are engaged in
misuse subject to disciplinary, administrative and/or criminal
sanctions?21
Are steps taken to prevent, identify, investigate and
prosecute instances of the misuse of administrative resources

Sanctions may range from formal warnings to monetary penalties over reduction in
public financing to criminal prosecution.
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▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

for campaign purposes and instances of pressure on or
intimidation of voters?
Are serious instances of misuse of administrative resources for
campaigning established as criminal offence?
Is there legal provision that funding which provides for illicit
advantage has to be returned to State/regional/municipal
budget?
Can the misuse of State resources be a ground for setting aside
the result of the election?
Is the implementation of sanctions against the misuse of
administrative resources effectuated independently from
political power?

Compliance with the relevant standards at the local and regional
level22

▬▬

22.
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Do local authorities, when having particular roles in the
electoral process, act impartially (e.g. as members of polling
station election commissions; in enforcing campaign or
Election Day-related regulations)?
As stated, misuse of administrative resources at the local and regional level has its own
distinguishing characteristics. Local and regional authorities have community related
tasks which require specific attention to particular instances of misuse. These include
general functions, e.g. as regards decisions on zoning and land use. Likewise, functions
in the election campaign, for example the distribution of places for campaigning or
information on campaign related events which is sometimes directed to local authorities, give them some possibility to influence the electoral process. On Election Day,
local and regional authorities may sit as members of polling station committees/commissions or may be involved in the enforcement of the prohibition of campaign activities. The special link of local and regional authorities to their respective communities
and the close ties between local and regional authorities, civil servants and municipal
employees are of further relevance. These specificities have to be taken into account
especially when assessing the compliance with the domestic legal framework.

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
C.

Has there been discrimination of opposition candidates by
local authorities during the election campaign (e.g. as regards
the assignation of places for campaigning and the advertising
surface)?
Have specific promises been made by local and regional
authorities in their area of competence, which would qualify
as an abuse (c.f. when running as incumbents or in support
of a particular party or candidate, with regard to, for example,
zoning, land use or public procurement)?
Has pressure been exercised on civil servants and municipal
employees by local authorities (c.f. with regard to the possibility
of losing a job or prospects of employment)?
Have there been instances of intimidation or bribery of voters
by local authorities?

Qualification of specific instances of a misuse
of administrative resources during electoral
processes including at local and regional level

In addition to the identification of general risk areas in relation to
the misuse of administrative resources,23 the identification and
qualification of specific incidents of misuse is also of relevance. It will
be part of the present section C of the checklist. This seems warranted
for various reasons.
First, there is a need of criteria for particular instances of misuse of
administrative resources since the exact dividing line between
“acceptable” and “impermissible” forms of any use of administrative
23.

See sections A and B above
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resources is situation-specific and depends on the circumstances
of each case. There is no “one fits all”-rule. Rather, an individualised
assessment shall be made for each possible instance of misuse
of administrative resources. This is complicated further by
the sometimes-difficult distinction between the illegitimate/
inappropriate misuse of administrative resources, which constitutes
an unfair advantage for the incumbent or the party in power, and
the legitimate/necessary exercise of government functions. In fact,
measures to prevent the misuse of administrative resources may
imply limitations to the exercise by State institutions of some of their
functions, especially in the pre-electoral period. These limitations
may hamper the functioning of such institutions.
Second, measures to address a misuse of administrative resources
may imply restrictions of fundamental freedoms (of expression,
assembly etc.) of certain groups of persons (e.g. of civil servants
to campaign or restrictions to stand as candidates). The possible
encroachments on the human rights of these groups may call for
proportional measures in the fight against misuse.
The impact and consequences of measures against misuse have
to be taken into account accordingly when qualifying the misuse
of administrative resources and calling for action against it. The
following questions should contribute to the detection of instances
of misuse in specific situations. They should also help to assess the
seriousness of particular cases and further the identification of
“ideal” measures to counter them. In particular, domestic measures
to counter misuse of State resources will have to be assessed in
relation to their impact on the functioning of State institutions as
well as on fundamental rights. Indeed, such measures will affect the
legitimate exercise of governmental functions and the encroachment
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on civil servants’ and public employees’ fundamental rights to varying
extents.
REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Consequences of any restrictions on the use of administrative
resources vs. degree of impact /encroachment upon fundamental/
individual/human rights and the functioning of State institutions.

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Is the method used by the respective country in question
rather to limit fundamental rights in order to avoid misuse of
administrative resources or does it provide for wide access to
administrative resources but on equal terms to all candidates?
To what extent do measures countering the misuse of
administrative resources affect on fundamental rights? More
particularly, how far do limitations go in order to safeguard the
equitable treatment of the contestants and in order to ensure
the neutrality of the State and its administration?
How gradual are measures related to the incompatibility of
certain public functions with candidacy (c.f. prohibition to
campaign while in office, temporary suspension or even a
resignation from office when standing for elections)?

(Self) governmental functions
administrative resources24

▬▬
24.

and

illegitimate

use

of

How shortly before the Election Day does the alleged misuse
occur?
Rules to prevent the misuse of administrative resources have to be examined against
their impact on the necessary continuity and efficiency of (self )government work.
Accordingly, long- term projects or urgent measures must be distinguished from
activities, which are mainly election campaign related. While the former activities are
generally acceptable and even required, mainly campaign related measures should
be prevented.
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▬▬
▬▬

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

How closely is it linked to the election campaign of the
incumbent or a particular candidate or party?
To what extent is the alleged misuse necessary for the
continuity and efficiency of (self )government work (to
what extent is it related to the exercise of (self )government
functions, is it indispensable/necessary/unimportant to (self )
government work and can it be postponed until after the
elections without detriment to the local community/region/
State functioning)?
Conversely, to what extent do measures to prevent the misuse
of administrative resources imply limitations to the exercise by
State institutions of some of their functions, especially in the
pre-electoral period?
Does the alleged misuse concern long-term measures which
have been foreseen for considerable time (have such measures
been part of a (self )governmental programme or have they
been introduced ad hoc, in the context of the campaign)?
If major announcements are made during election campaigns,
is this due to unforeseen circumstances, such as natural
disasters or emergencies?
If appointments to public bodies are made during the election
campaign, are they essential?

The seriousness of misuse of administrative resources

▬▬
▬▬
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What is the amount of administrative resources allegedly
misused during electoral processes?
How often does it occur?

▬▬
▬▬

How does the overall confidence of voters in electoral
processes look like?
Are there only isolated incidents of misuse or is it a continuous
practice?

The degree of awareness concerning problems and instances of a
misuse of administrative resources

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

How is the awareness within the political sector and the
public administration as regards instances of misuse of public
resources?
Is there ability and willingness to recognise the problem and to
change practices of possible misuse?
How does the awareness within civil society look like?
Do the media exercise their “watch dog function” (c.f. is there
independent media reporting about concrete cases of misuse)?
Is there a general awareness raising effort made for counter this
phenomenon?

Complaints and appeals avenues, monitoring and sanctions

▬▬
▬▬

Are there effective remedies in place in cases of alleged
instances of misuse (e.g. is there an effective system of appeals
before impartial tribunals/courts; are instances of misuse
investigated in an effective, timely and impartial manner)?
Are independent monitoring institutions in place to assess
compliance with the relevant (campaign financing, media etc.)
regulations ex officio and are they sufficiently resourced to be
effective?
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▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Are there effective and independent NGOs to assess
compliance with the relevant (campaign financing, media etc)
regulations?
Are there proportionate, adequate and predictable sanctions?
What is the graduation of sanctions in cases of misuse?
Are the sanctions properly applied or is their application
problematic?
Can the misuse of administrative resources result in setting
aside the result of the election?

Local/regional level

▬▬
▬▬

D.

Are additional safeguards in place at local/regional level to
prevent the misuse of State resources in view of the particular
relationship of a local authority to the community (c.f.
monitoring/oversight bodies which target especially the local
and regional level)?
Does a misuse of administrative resources at grassroots’ level
have particular (severe) consequences given the special
relationship between the local and regional authority and the
community where the election takes place?

Preventive action to counter the misuse of
administrative resources with special focus on
the grassroots level

It is an essential first step to detect, identify and then classify instances
of misuse as proposed in section C. In addition, action to prevent
misuse is required as complementary measure. Respective action
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relates to the following parameters: an appropriate legal framework
and adequate implementing regulations, the necessary political will
and effective awareness raising activities. Moreover, the existence of
civil society and media pressure entails scrutiny and accountability
with regard to those who are responsible of the prevention of misuse
and those who commit such malpractice. Particular action may be
required – in line with the principle of subsidiarity – for the local and
regional level to prevent specific cases of a misuse of administrative
resources.

REFERENCE POINTS TO ASSESS THE SITUATION
Generalities

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Does the legal framework outline what is allowed and what
is prohibited during electoral processes (cf. concerning the
prohibition of non-essential appointments during campaign
periods, as regards the holding of a public mandate while
standing in elections etc.)?
Is the legal framework sufficiently clear?
Is the legal framework adequately detailed and concretised by
regulations of competent institutions to address the misuse of
administrative resources?
In coherence with the subsidiarity principle, are there clearly
defined circumstances in which it is preferable for action to
be taken by competent institutions at local or regional, rather
than national level, in order to efficiently tackle the misuse
of administrative resources, in line with the general legal
framework?
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Political will and strengthening of checks and balances

▬▬

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Are restrictions on the misuse of administrative resources
implemented in good faith? For example, are civil servants
and public employees protected against hidden sanctions
and intimidation? Is the principle of neutrality promoted in
relation to the respective stakeholders (political parties, State
institutions, public servants, electoral management bodies) as
regards compliance with their professional duties?
Do codes of conduct and charters of ethics complement the
general legal framework to prevent misuse of administrative
resources?
Are there measures undertaken to further the development
of a public ethos culture (e.g. public campaigns to pinpoint
corruption, and the misuse of public resources)?
Is there public acknowledgement for the role of civil society
as public watchdog to report on instances of misuse of
administrative resources?
Are there measures to further the development of independent
and pluralistic media, which can function as public watchdog
(e.g. through subventions/financial support of smaller media
outlets)?

Information, awareness raising and training

▬▬
▬▬
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Is training on relevant standards and practices provided to
the relevant stakeholders (c.f. electoral management bodies,
political parties, candidates, election observers)?
Are there internal instructions and training of civil service on
the necessarily non-partisan conduct of the executive branch?

▬▬

Are there awareness raising activities for all stakeholders of civil
society?

Specific measures at local and regional level

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Have measures been adopted to strengthen the
implementation of the legal framework to address the misuse
of administrative resources, in line with the principle of
subsidiarity (c.f. monitoring and audit institutions at the local
and regional level)?
Have codes of conduct on ethical behaviour for local/ regional
authorities and municipal employees been established to
counter the misuse of administrative resources?
Are codes of conduct – where they exist at different levels of
government - applied uniformly within the country?
Have information and awareness-raising activities been
conducted at the level of local and regional authorities to
prevent, in particular, instances of misuse in the context of
elections?
Are there measures in place to strengthen ethical conduct
at local and regional level (c.f. trainings for newly elected
mayors, councillors, governors etc.; information packages for
professional newcomers in local and regional bodies)?
Is adequate transparency and control provided for at the
local/regional level (e.g. through the requirement of double
signatures; through the establishment of relevant data bases/
track records of decisions taken; through open tender in public
procurement etc.)?
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▬▬

Are measures in place to protect civil servants, municipal
employees including teachers and educators against pressure
and intimidation?

CONCLUSIONS
Over the last years, cases of misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes have been highlighted by many international
observers. Despite the fact that it is widespread, it seems that this
type of malpractice has made its way into the established European
political culture. It can be found in emerging democracies and in the
countries with a long-standing democratic tradition.
Due to the specific and close link that exists in the field between
incumbents, candidates, public employees and voters, misuse of
administrative resources is of particular concern at the local and
regional level. It prevents the creation of a level playing field in
elections and undermines the right of all candidates to stand for
election on an equal basis. At the same time, the right of voters to
make their choice without being unduly influenced is at stake.
More generally, citizens and voters have a right to expect integrity,
transparency and commitment from those who stand in elections.
In order to strengthen the trust between local and regional elected
representatives and citizens, the Congress has engaged in a Roadmap
of activities for preventing corruption and promoting public
ethics at the grassroots’ level. With regard to the specific context of
elections, Resolution 402(2016) has been adopted on the Misuse of
administrative resources during electoral processes and the role of
local and regional elected representatives and public officials. The
present checklist for compliance with international standards and
best practices is a logical consequence of this work and feedback on
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earlier drafts was received from the Venice Commission, OSCE/ODIHR
and IFES in order to facilitate the implementation of international
standards and best practices locally.

APPENDIX: QUESTIONS OF PARTICULAR RELEVANCE FOR
ELECTION OBSERVERS
Election observers are a particularly important group that observe/
detect instances of misuse of State resources. Accordingly, the
following questions have been excerpted from the checklist above to
provide specific guidance to observers to identify instances of misuse
of State resources in the field. These questions should be understood
according to the relevant explanations provided for in the checklist.
Legal framework & Implementation/Enforcement

▬▬
▬▬
▬▬
▬▬

Is there a legal regulation – explicit or implicit – to prevent
the misuse of administrative resources (e.g. by requiring an
equitable treatment of all parties and candidates by public or
semi-public entities including State owned media)?
Are there provisions that ensure the neutrality of civil servants
and similar groups in particular during the election campaign?
Are there provisions in the electoral code aiming at preventing
the misuse of public equipment and premises?
Are these rules adequately implemented and enforced?
Are independent monitoring institutions in place to assess
compliance with relevant (media, campaign financing)
regulations? Are procedures transparent?
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▬▬
▬▬

Is there an effective and timely system of complaints and
appeals? Are there proportionate, adequate and predictable
sanctions?
Is there a code of conduct that deals with the misuse of
administrative resources? Is the implementation of the code of
conduct monitored in any way?

Seriousness of instances of misuse of administrative resources

▬▬
▬▬
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What is the amount of administrative resources allegedly
misused?
How often does it occur?

Resolution 402 (2016)25
The misuse of administrative resources
during electoral processes: the role of local
and regional elected representatives and
public officials
1.

Today, one of the most important and recurrent issues
noticed by international electoral observers is the misuse
of administrative resources during electoral processes. This
phenomenon occurs both in emerging democracies and
in countries with a long-standing tradition of democratic
elections and seems to have found its way into the established
political culture in Europe and beyond, evoking the perception
that such malpractice is normal. Overall, international
standards and rules to prevent misuse are broad and allow
States a wide margin of appreciation. Therefore, best practices
and soft-law instruments seem necessary to provide guidance
for implementation locally.

2.

In general, local and regional elections share many similarities
with national elections as regards the problem of misuse of
administrative resources. However, the specific role that local
and regional elected representatives and public officials may
have during electoral processes as well as the intrinsic link, at
grassroots’ level, between incumbents, candidates and public
officials on the one hand and the electorate on the other,

25.

Debated and adopted by the Congress on 19 October.2016, 1st sitting (see document
CG31(2016)07final, explanatory memorandum), rapporteur: Stewart DICKSON, United
Kingdom (R, ILDG).
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warrant tackling this problem from the local and regional
perspective.
3.

The Congress’ political priorities 2013-2016 include measures
to strengthen the commitment of local and regional elected
representatives with regard to ethical conduct and combating
corruption at the grassroots’ level. In this view, the Congress
prepared a comprehensive Strategy on preventing corruption
and promoting public ethics at local and regional levels.

4.

Congress Resolution 382(2015) commends to work in liaison
with the Venice Commission in order to establish criteria for
standing in local and regional elections, taking into account
the rules of election campaigns and good practices inspired
by concern for greater transparency in political life. It also
proposes follow-up to the issue of conflict of interest and
campaign resources at the local and regional level.

5.

In the context of its co-operation with strategic partners in the
field of election observation, the Congress has contributed to
the compilation of the 2016 Joint Guidelines for Preventing and
Responding to the Misuse of Administrative Resources during
Electoral Processes of the Venice Commission and OSCE/
ODIHR.5

6.

Against this background, the Congress has examined the
phenomenon of misuse of administrative resources from the
specific angle of electoral processes at the local and regional
level. As a consequence, it:

26.
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Venice Commission/OSCE/ODIHR “Joint Guidelines for preventing and responding to
the misuse of administrative resources during electoral processes” (14 March 2016),
CDL-AD(2016)004.

a.

requests its Governance Committee to prepare a checklist
for compliance with international standards and best
practices preventing misuse of administrative resources
during electoral processes at local and regional level;

b.

asks the relevant instances of the Congress to develop
a strategy for promoting the checklist among Congress’
members, local and regional authorities and the
respective national associations;

c.

encourages the relevant instances of the Congress to
make information about standards, rules and practices
preventing misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes a priority in the framework of training
seminars and awareness-raising activities;

d.

invites associations of local and regional authorities
in Council of Europe member States to engage in
awareness-raising activities to develop a public ethos
culture at the grassroots level, in particular with regard
to the role and responsibilities of local and regional
representatives in electoral processes;

e.

calls on opinion leaders in the local and regional political
context, to combat misuse of administrative resources
during elections through appropriate declarations,
leading by example and ensuring transparency;

f.

invites local and regional authorities to encourage civil
servants and public officials at community level to sign
voluntary declarations of neutrality, specifically aiming at
their role during electoral processes.
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Council of Europe Reference Documents
regarding the misuse of administrative
resources during electoral processes
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities
Resolution 402 (2016) on the misuse of administrative resources
during electoral processes: the role of local and regional elected
representatives and public officials
http://bit.ly/resolution402
Checklist for compliance with international standards and good
practices preventing misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes at local and regional level (CG32(2017)12)
http://bit.ly/Checklist-for-compliance
Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR Joint Opinion on the draft
Checklist for compliance with international standards and best
practices preventing misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes at local and regional level of the Congress of Local
and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe
http://bit.ly/VeniceCommission-joint-opinion
Venice Commission
Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters (CDL-AD(2002)023rev)
http://bit.ly/CGP-ElectoralMatters
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Code of Good Practice in the Field of Political Parties (CDLAD(2009)021)
http://bit.ly/CGP-PoliticalParties
Report on the misuse of administrative resources during electoral
processes (CDL-AD(2013)033)
http://bit.ly/misuse-administrative-resources
Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR, Joint Guidelines on preventing
and responding to the misuse of administrative resources during
electoral processes (CDL-AD(2016)004)
http://bit.ly/venicecommission-joint-guidelines
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
Resolution 1897 (2012) on Ensuring greater democracy in elections;
http://bit.ly/resolution1897
Recommendation 2105 (2017) on Promoting integrity in governance
to tackle political corruption
http://bit.ly/recommendation2105
Resolution 2170 (2017) on Promoting integrity in governance to
tackle political corruption
http://bit.ly/resolution2170
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
Recommendation (2003)4 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states on common rules against corruption in the funding of political
parties and electoral campaigns
http://bit.ly/recommendation2003
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Recommendation (2007)15 of the Committee of Ministers to
member states on measures concerning media coverage of election
campaigns
http://bit.ly/recommendation2007
Recommendation (2014)7 of the Committee of Ministers on
protection of whistle-blowers
http://bit.ly/recommendation2014
Council of Europe, Group of States against Corruption (GRECO)
Horizontal Review “Fighting Corruption – Political Funding”, by YvesMarie Doublet, Deputy Director at the National Assembly, France –
Thematic Review of GRECO’s Third Evaluation Round
http://bit.ly/horizontal-review
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Notes

Notes

In sport, fairness is a basic requirement for meaningful
competition. As we know, not all athletes stick to this
principle and some use disallowed ‘performance-enhancing
drugs’ to gain an unfair advantage over their competitors. This
damages the reputation of individual athletes and their sport.
Furthermore, ‘doping’ is a threat to sport in general, since fans
and advertisers may lose interest in unfair or arguably ‘fixed’
competitions. This brings us to the competitive aspect of
elections. Candidates who misuse administrative resources
in electoral processes are not only behaving unfairly towards
their competitors, they are also undermining the foundation
of our democratic culture, which is inseparable from the
concept of fairness.
This practical guide contains a number of practical examples
of such unfair behaviour in electoral processes and it explains
why this problem must be taken seriously by member states
of the Council of Europe, especially at the grassroots level.

The Council of Europe is the continent’s leading human rights organisation.
It comprises 47 member states, 28 of which are members of the European
Union. The Congress of Local and Regional Authorities is an institution of
the Council of Europe, responsible for strengthening local and regional
democracy in its 47 member states. Composed of two chambers – the
Chamber of Local Authorities and the Chamber of Regions – and three
committees, it brings together 648 elected officials representing more than
200 000 local and regional authorities.
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